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Four equations are presented relating the well-known Catalan numbers and 
the Motzkin numbers m, , defined by 
m(x) = 1 + xm(x) + x2mz(x) = C mnxn, 
12=0 
first encountered in Th. Motzkin’s paper (Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 54 (1948), 
352-360) in a circle chording setting. 
In this paper five pairs of subsets of the plane trees provide natural settings 
for the four equations. In these settings the equations are immediate conse- 
quences of “natural correspondences” of the plane tree families. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the Catalan numbers c, = (2n)!/n! (n + l)! may be 
represented both by plane trees and by trivalent plane trees. (Three natural 
correspondences are provided in [l], one an alternate to what may be the 
earliest, which appears in [3].) In this paper it is shown that the numbers m, 
satisfying m(x) = 1 + xm(x) + x”m”(x) (cf. [S]) may be represented by four 
different subsets of the plane trees. 
The numbers m, (m is for Th. Motzkin) are introduced in [5] as the number 
of ways of selecting n points on a circle either singly or in noncrossing pairs. 
Their first few values are 1, 1, 2, 4, 9, 21, 51, 127 ,... (cf. 19, seq. 4561). 
Since c& enumerates the number of ways of selecting 2k points on a circle 
in noncrossing pairs [2], the sequences m, and c, are related by 
The circle chording setting provides a “natural correspondence” proof of 
Eq. (1). A second purely algebraic proof can of course be provided by 
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comparing generating function identities (the identity for the Catalan 
generating function is C(X) = I + XC”(X)). This comparison also leads by 
algebraic techniques to the following three equations: 
with the bracket function [n], as usual, the “‘integral part of;” and 
(3) 
In the circle chording setting, Eq. (I) states a natural relationship between 
the two chording families. But there are no similar “interpretations” in this 
setting for Eqs. (2), (3), and (4). 
One would like to think that, given any interrelations such as those above, 
there is some setting which provides a “natural correspondence” proof. 
This paper represents a qualified success for this point of view. From among 
the plane trees four representations for the Motzkin numbers are constructed 
which in conjunction with the two (plane tree and trivalent plane tree) 
Catalan representations provide natural settings for all four equations; yet 
only one of the Motzkin representations is viable for two equations simul- 
taneously. 
Jn the next section two settings are described involving the plane trees. 
The following section contains three settings involving trivaient plane trees. 
The paper concludes with algebraic derivations of Eqs. (I) through (4)~ 
II. PLANE TREES-TWO SETTINGS 
A. Equation (1): m, = c ($) Ck 
DEFINITION. Tip-augmented plane trees are plane trees in which every 
vertex is either a tip (endpoint) or is connected to a tip by an edge in fixed- 
rightmost-position. (The root is not considered to be tip except in the ttivial 
case of a one vertex tree.) 
For example, the m4 = 9 such trees with five edges are 
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Correspondence. The mR tip-augmented plane trees with n + 1 edges are 
related to the cle plane trees with k edges by Eq. (1) as follows. Remove 
every tip and its covering edge. The stripped trees which result are plane 
trees, as is easily verified. Then Eq. (1) follows immediately from the fact 
that the number of n + 1 edge tip-augmented trees with a given k edge 
interior is (,“). More specifically, a k edge stripped tree has k + 1 vertices 
and to each of these a tip may be adjoined in fixed-rightmost-position. This 
leaves (n + 1) - (2k + 1) more tips to be added to the left of the existing 
edges. The number of ways of doing this is the number of ways of placing 
(n + 1) - (2k + 1) = (n - 2k) like objects into (2k + 1) unlike cells, which 
is (&) (cf. [7, p. 921). 
Note that (2”) ck counts the number of (n + 1) edge tip-augmented plane 
trees with (n + 1 - k) tips. 
B. Equation (2): c,+~ = C (3 m,c 
DEFINITION. Branch-reduced plane trees are plane trees in which no vertex, 
the root excepted, has degree 2. 
For example, the m4 = 9 such trees with five edges are 
Correspondence. The c,+r plane trees with n + 1 edges are related to the 
m, branch-reduced plane trees with k + 1 edges by Eq. (2) as follows. 
Taking a branch as the shortest path between branchpoints, a branchpoint 
being either a tip, root or vertex of degree greater than two, collapse each 
branch to a single edge. The collapsed trees are the branch-reduced trees, 
as is easily verified. Then Eq. (2) follows immediately from the fact that the 
number of n + 1 edge plane trees which collapse to a given branch-reduced 
plane tree is (3. 
More specifically, a k + 1 edge branch-reduced tree can be stretched to an 
n + I edge plane tree with k + 1 branches by adding (IZ + 1) - (k + 1) = 
(n - k) vertices of degree two along its edges. The number of ways of doing 
this is the number of ways of placing (n - k) like objects into (k + 1) unlike 
cells, which is (3. 
A consequence of this is that the enumerator of plane trees by number of 
branches is 
My discovery of this result is acknowledged in [8], where another proof is 
given. 
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III. TRIVALENT PLANE TREES-THREE SETTINGS 
A. Equutiorz (2): c,+~ = C (z) mk 
DEFINITION. Y-branching plane trees are plane trees in which every 
vertex other than the root is of degree at most 3, while the root is of degree 
at most 2. (These appear briefly in [4, p. 4071.) 
For example, the m4 = 9 such trees with four edges are 
Correspondence. The c,+~ trivalent plane trees with 2n + 2 edges are 
related to the m, Y-branching plane trees with k edges by Eq. (2) as follows: 
Remove every tip vertex and, its covering edge while preserving the (left- 
or right-) slants of interior edges. This produces what may be called zigzag 
trees; for IZ = 2, the correspondence is as follows: 
Next remove each left-slanting edge not part of a “vee” (V) (identifying 
its endpoints) to get: 
Ignoring the slant, these trees are Y-branching plane trees. 
Equation (2) follows immediately from the fact that the number of n edge 
zigzag trees which collapse to a given Y-branching plane tree is (3. 
Specifically, a k edge Y-branching plane tree, with every nonbranching 
edge slanted to the right, can be stretched out to an JZ edge zigzag tree by 
stretching (n - k) vertices into left-slanted edges, and lifting any edges above 
the vertex to the top of the new edge. Since there are k + ii vertices in a k 
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edge tree, the number of ways of doing this is the number of ways of placing 
(n - k) like objects into (k + 1) unlike cells, which is (3. 
B. Equation (3): m,+l = C (;C) cj ,j = [(k + 1)/2] 
Correspondence. The m,,, Y-branching plane trees with n + 1 edges 
defined in the previous section are related to the cj trivalent plane trees with 
2j edges by Eq. (3) as follows. 
Taking a branch as defined in Section II.B, collapse each branch to a single 
edge. The collapsed trees are the union of the trivalent plane trees and the 
planted trivalent plane trees. As in Section II.B, the number of Y-branching 
plane trees with n + 1 edges which collapse to a given 2k edge trivalent plane 
tree is &El) and the number which collapse to a given (2k + 1) edge planted 
trivalent plane tree is (&). Hence 
m %+l = zl (2,: 1) ‘2 + 1 (2;,) ‘k’ 
k=O 
(11) 
which is equivalent to Eq. (3). 
A consequence of this is that the enumerator of Y-branching plane trees 
by number of branches is 
c. Equation (4): &+a = c (E)[mk + mk+l] 
DEFINITION. Branch-reduced zigzag trees are zigzag trees (displayed in 
Eq. (9)) in which every vertex not a tip adjoins two edges of opposite slant. 
For example, the m2 + mg = 6 such trees with three edges are 
1. Y, 9, (/, Y, ? (13) 
This family is not itself enumerated by the Motzkin numbers; it is instead 
the union of two subfamilies which are. The trees in which the root is covered 
by a single left-slanted edge are naturally in l-l correspondence with the 
remaining trees with one less edge (just remove this edge). The number of 
branch-reduced zigzag trees with k + 1 edges can be shown to be m, + mlcfl . 
Correspondence. The c,+~ trivalent plane trees with (2n + 4) edges are 
related to the (mlc + mk+& branch-reduced zigzag trees with (k + 1) edges by 
Eq. (4) as follows. 
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First remove every tip vertex and its covering edge while preserving the 
left- and right-slants of the interior edges as in Section III.A, Eq. (9). Then 
taking a branch as the shortest path of uniform slant between bran&points, 
where now a branchpoint is a tip, root, vertex of degree 3 or vertex of 
degree 2 connecting edges of opposite slant, collapse each branch to a single 
edge of the same slant. 
The number of IE + 1 edge zigzag trees which collapse to a given k + 1 
edge branch-reduced zigzag tree is again (t)- Equation (4) follows immediately. 
IV. DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS 
Given C(X) = 1 + xcz(x) and m(x) = 1 + xm(x) L x~~~(x), it follows 
that 
and 
c(x) = [l - (1 - 4x)“q(2x)-’ 
m(x) = [(I - x) - ((1 - x)” - 4xyg(2xy. 
By elementary algebraic substitutions it can then be verified that 
m(x) = (1 - X-lc(x”(l - x)-“), 
[c(x) - l] x-1 = (1 - x)-%2(x(1 - x)-I), 
[m(.x) - l] x-1 = (1 - x)-lc(x~(l - x)-“) + [c(.?(l - x)-’ 
and 
- 
[c(x) - x - I] x-2 = (1 - x)-%7(x(1 - x)-l) + [Wr(x(l - x)-i) - 1] x-1. 
(17) 
Identifying coefficients of xn. in Eqs. (14) through (17), respectively, yields 
Eqs. (1) through (4). 
Equations (1.5) through (17) can be derived from Eq. (14) without using the 
generating functions as follows. 
By the identity 1 + yc(y”) = c(y(1 + 2~))~) due to Jacques Touchard 
(cf. [6, p. 1561) or equivalently with y = x(1 - x)-l: 
[c(x(l + x)-l) - l] x-r = (1 - x)-?(a?(1 - x)-‘), 
Eq. (14) is equivalent to 
m(x) = [c(x(l -L x)-l - I] x-1 
or 
(18) 
k(u) - 11 Y-v - v> = 4YU - YI-9, 
which is equivalent to Eq. (15). 
3’ = x(1 + x)-l, 
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Equation (16) can be derived from Eq. (14) simply by subtracting 1 and 
then dividing by x on both sides of Eq. (14) after first noting that 
(1 - MY> = x(1 - xl-“C(Y) + C(Y), y = 32(1 - x)-2. 
Equation (17) follows from Eq. (15) in the same fashion. 
Since Eq. (15) follows from Eq. (14) by a Catalan identity, it is natural for 
the converse to hold as well. By Eqs. (1) and (2), 
an identity also due to Touchard (cf. [6, p. 1571). Its generating function is 
[c(y) - l] y-1 = (I - 2y)-lc(y2(1 - 2v)-2), 
which is equivalent to Eq. (18) with y = x(1 + x)-l. 
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